Shepherds Auctions
Commercial Catering equipment as well as Samsung,
Haier, Whirlpool, Fridges, Freezers, Washing machines
and more

Unit 1 Bealey Ind Est
Dumers Lane
Radcliffe
Lancashire
M26 2BD
United Kingdom

Ended 12 Aug 2021 19:06 BST

Lot

Description

1

Bosch American Fridge Freezer, Tested working for coldness, small dent and blemish on the front and a couple of small marks on the
sides, clean inside.

2

Grundig Freestanding dishwasher, no power when plugged in

3

Berkel RP-M251CE Meat Slicer, tested working could do with a clean

4

BoschPerfect Dry |Series 6 dishwasher, no plug

5

Hisense HS661C60xUK Freestanding Dishwasher, powers on and looks fairly clean inside, RRP £399

6

Hisense HS661C60xUK Freestanding Dishwasher, powers on and looks fairly clean inside, the door appears tobe catching inside the
diswasher when you try to open it, RRP £399

7

Prima intergrated Washing machine- Model PRLD370 - Powers on but displays Error code E30, a quick look online and it appears to be
a drainage blockage but this is not confirned and should be chaecked yourself to ensure you are happy to take this risk.

8

Samsung RS29FWJNDSA 60/40 fridge freezer with water dispenser, doesn't get cold.

9

Bosch KGN34NWEAG01 60/40 fridge freezer, doesn’t get cold.

10

Bosch tall Freezer, doesn’t get cold

11

LG American Style Fridge Freezer, Doors are Unattached and one door has broken glass

12

Hisense S694N411F American Fridge freezer with water dispenser, doesn’t get cold.

13

Samsung RB38T633ESA 70/30 fridge freezer, tested working, RRP £699

14

Prima 90cm Curved glass extractor, Both the light and the fan are working but the cover and filter is missing, comes with box and ductng
cover.

15

Samsung RS50N3913BC American Fridge Freezer with wayter disopenser and Milk Self hatch, tested working , there are a couple of
small marks on the side but the doors appear to be fine other than needing a wipe down, although this should be viewed nad checked
for yourself as this is merely our opinio ...[more]

